Coming to RoundTable
In Many Waters District, our Eagle Project Approvals occur at the monthly Roundtable (RT) meeting
at Faith Lutheran Church, 886 North Shore Dr., Forest Lake, (Map) from 7:20 to 8:30 p.m., every
month except July. Check the District website for the schedule.
Your Proposal Review with District Advancement
RoundTable happens once a month, usually on the first Thursday. Please check the District Calendar
on the website for actual dates.
Please wear the full uniform for your BSA or Venturing unit, if you own one, complete with up-todate leadership patches and your merit badge sash.
Bring 2 copies of all your Proposal paperwork including before photos and any other images you
added to the document. We keep 1 copy. WE DO NOT NEED TO SEE: Workbook Covers, Section 1
(except Contacts page), Section 3 (except perhaps Fundraising Application), and Section 4.
Computerized presentations are just fine as long as you also bring a printed copy for us to keep. [You
must also bring the Workbook’s Proposal pages, see above.] Models and presentation boards are also
GREAT to see!
Present yourself at the ADVANCEMENT table to sign in, beginning at 7:00. Scouts are seen in
the order they signed in. If you arrive after 7:30, we may have already moved upstairs to a meeting
room. The sign-in sheet will be upstairs, outside that room.
Be Prepared… You will need something to take notes with, and on! (your Eagle Notebook?!?)
You may come on your own or bring someone to introduce you. That person may stay to listen in
and/or help by taking notes. They may NOT be part of your presentation unless asked to clarify info or
brainstorm ideas with us.
If you have special needs, it is OK to let us know that. We won’t tell anyone...
Other Information
The primary reason that Eagle Scout candidates come to meet with District Advancement is so that we
can see that you understand your plan completely. When we give our approval, we want to be assured
that the Final Plan, your Work Days, and the Project Report will go smoothly for you.
Notes about our conversation are important, as they may be included in the Final Plan portion of the
Workbook.
Read the information presented in Section 1.4-5 to see what District Advancement will be looking for
during the Approvals Session. Consider:
• Does your project contain anything that is your own idea or plan? Projects don’t have to be
unique; however, it is necessary for there to be features that you will develop and plan.
• We wish the project to be a positive experience, so we encourage you to think about whether your
chosen project will be interesting and enjoyable for you to plan and direct. If it currently does not
seem so, you should take time before coming for approval to make it your own, so you will always
be proud of your project in the future.
For more information about the Eagle Process, read the longer version of this document, titled:
“The Many Waters Eagle Project Approvals Process” and, look over the “Helper Doc’s” also presented
on our Life-to-Eagle web pages.
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